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ABSTRACT

Acquiring LiDAR data and processing it to a point cloud can be a challenge in some environments where the scan itself can be complicated by shadowing and reflections, and positioning reliability might be degraded by obstructions and multipath. Adding attribute information to each point in the cloud adds to the value of the data by enabling the extraction of more information from it, but at the same time increases the complexity of acquisition and processing. A LiDAR point cloud acquired by a mobile ground-based acquisition system is enhanced when fused with airborne LiDAR point clouds, static point clouds, RGB color and other information such as Hyperspectral data. This article will discuss the fusion of these data types collected in challenging environments, focusing on RGB color.

INTRODUCTION

Terrapoint deploys a mobile terrestrial based laser scanning system, TITAN®, which can be mounted on a passenger vehicle or small watercraft. The TITAN platform includes LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) scanners, digital video and a high accuracy GPS/INS system. Data acquisition can occur at normal traffic speeds. TITAN has been in production for over a year, successfully completing over 60 projects to date. It has proven to be accurate enough to model paved surfaces to predict water pooling that could cause hydroplaning and it is an effective tool for mapping highway corridors for engineering purposes as well as infrastructure.

Terrapoint’s development of TITAN grew out of an experimental project started early in 2002 when the company (then called Mosaic Mapping systems Inc.) successfully converted an airborne LiDAR system they had developed, into a platform strapped to a van. Then in mid 2003 Terrapoint was approached to perform a helicopter LiDAR survey of Highway 1 in Afghanistan between Herat and Kandahar. When a suitable helicopter could not be found in Afghanistan the truck mounted system was resurrected (Figure 1). Details of the Afghanistan survey can be found in [1]. Based on the success of the system in Afghanistan, and successful demonstrations for customers in North America, Terrapoint decided to build a next generation kinematic terrestrial LIDAR system, TITAN [2]. GPS, INS and four laser scanners are configured and spatially oriented to scan the surroundings in a 360 degrees effective swath with one pass of the survey vehicle at traffic speed. Geo-referenced digital frame video image and/or line scan RGB imagery is collected at the same time. The sensor pod is ideally mounted on an elevator lift operated from inside the survey vehicle.

Figure 1. On the road in Afghanistan.
THE CASE FOR FUSION

The use of LiDAR intensity as an attribute added to the position of a point in the point cloud is pretty much taken for granted with airborne LiDAR data. Intensity data is even more useful when used with data acquired by terrestrial mobile LiDAR because so much of that data is collected over featureless surfaces such as the road around the vehicle (Figure 1), or very detailed surfaces such as building walls on either side of the vehicle. Intensity data has also proved useful in visually presenting 3-D point clouds to people not used to them, because the intensity adds a sense of realism to the picture presented by the cloud.

The value of intensity data as a point attribute for points in the cloud makes one wonder what other data could be added or fused with the cloud. The first thing that comes to mind is Airborne LiDAR data. When this data is combined or fused with mobile terrestrial LiDAR data a whole new dimension is added: buildings acquire roofs, shadowing is reduced and coverage is increased (Figure 3). Fusing static terrestrial LiDAR is an obvious candidate for fusion when one wants to combine minute detail in a small area in the context of a larger data with less detail. One example of this would be a rock fall scan acquired by a terrestrial static LiDAR system superimposed on a road scan done by a terrestrial mobile LiDAR system. Although laser intensity data is useful it was apparent that adding color to each point in the cloud, whether airborne or terrestrial, would make the point cloud display more realistic as well as add valuable information to the point data, a feature which could help in the identification and extraction of object and vector information. This is more obvious for terrestrial scans than for airborne scans because terrestrial scans tend to capture complex and detailed textured surfaces such as building facades, signs, etc. Extracting color from digital frame imagery and assigning it to 3-D coordinates in the cloud can be problematic in part because of the processing required, and because of the difficulty in accurately assigning a color pixel from the image to the correct point in the cloud. For our purposes it seemed best to use a line scan camera so that each color scan could be aligned with a laser scan such that each laser point would have the correct color attribute. In this way the color attribute could be associated with each point in the cloud in real time.
LIDAR AND LINE SCAN CAMERA SUBSYSTEM

TITAN was originally deployed with digital frame video cameras. Following through on the idea that adding attributes to each point in the cloud would make for richer information extraction from the cloud, Terrapoint decided to add the attributes of RGB color. To accomplish this, a line scan color camera was attached to each laser and then synchronized and aligned with respect to the laser so that each laser scan line was covered by a corresponding color scan line. Camera optics were chosen so that each line-scan camera would cover a field of view slightly wider than the nominal swath with of the scanner it was mounted on.

In order to make the RGB referencing algorithm simpler and faster the camera mounting location was chosen to be in the laser scanning plane and as close as possible to the LiDAR coordinate reference center. This eliminated the distance dependent up (z) parallax between two sensors leaving only a side (x) parallax to be removed by software.

A special mount was designed to house each camera while still allowing for system calibration adjustment and an RGB-to-laser point referencing calculation. The same mounts could accommodate digital frame cameras mounted for optimal video acquisition so that line scanning or frame imagery could be optionally selected or even combined through the addition of cameras and mounts. A microcontroller controlled network was designed and built so as to control the various cameras and configurations as well as interface with the logging computer and GPS/INS systems. As a result LiDAR scanners and cameras are all synchronized to GPS time, enabling us to uniquely reference the RGB attribute from the camera to the laser points in the cloud.

Once mounted in the line scan configuration, the camera’s relative exterior orientation with respect to each laser was rectified using the four degrees of freedom in the mounting bracket. A distance to target dependent chip shift correction of the line-scan camera was compensated for using software correction functions.

Body Frames

Two local Cartesian body frames are defined: the laser body frame, and the line-scan camera body frame. The laser body frame origin is at the laser’s center of scanning L with the Y-axis Ly pointing straight forward in the direction of a zero scan angle (Figure 4, plan view). The Z-axis Lz is perpendicular to the scanning plane and the X-axis Lx is perpendicular to the other two.

The line-scan camera body frame has it’s origin at the camera’s perspective center C, the Y-axis coincident with camera’s optical axis Cy. The Z-axis Cz is perpendicular to the scanning plane (Figure 4, side view) and the X-axis Cx completes the Cartesian axis triplet.

Figure 4. Views representing the relationship between camera body frame and laser body frame.
Mounting Bracket and Degrees of Freedom

The exterior orientation parameters of the camera with respect to the IMU are three linear offsets (X,Y,Z) and three rotations (Omega, Phi, Kappa). Linear offsets can be calculated by combining a GPS/INS solution with the known linear offsets (lever arms) between the IMU and the camera. Ideally, rotation parameters to the IMU should be made the same for both laser and camera. To be able to rectify and then fix the parameters of the camera’s exterior orientation, a camera mounting bracket with at least four degrees of freedom was installed.

For exterior orientation rectification purposes the mount permits all three rotations around the camera body coordinate axis as well as a linear translation along the z axis. This ensures that after adjustment of the mount both scanning planes will coincide and eliminate any distance to target dependant z-parallax, leaving only x-parallax which can be more easily modeled and accounted for in post-processing.

LINE SCAN CAMERA CALIBRATION

The LIDAR-Line-scan camera subsystem calibration is done by aligning the laser scanning plane with the line-scan camera scanning plane and synchronizing the camera frames and laser scans to the same time frame.

Scan Line Rectification

The laser scan plane is defined by the center of the pulse-reflecting rotating mirror and the scanned points in a single scan line. The line-scan camera’s scanning plane is defined by the points scanned in the object space and the camera’s perspective center. To rectify the system both planes must be made to coincide. This is done by rotating the camera around its three body axis and adjusting the z linear offset of the mounting bracket while scanning a flat wall with some easily identifiable targets set up along a straight line.

The heading angle has to be adjusted by rotating the camera about the Z-axis so that the entire region of interest of the camera’s scanning field of view will cover the laser field of view. This can be verified by sighting the target points on the wall with both sensors simultaneously, first from a minimum scanning distance and then from an optimum scanning distance from the sensors.

Once the heading angle has been adjusted a roll adjustment can be made by rotating the camera around its Y-axis such that both camera and laser scans are parallel when the sensor is located at an optimum scanning distance from the target wall. Roll and pitch are iteratively adjusted until the targets sighted by the laser appear in the camera scan, thus satisfying the parallelity condition.

Lastly, the pitch and z-axis offset are adjusted iteratively until the camera and laser scanning planes are coplanar.

Chip-shift Correction

Although the laser and camera systems are aligned so that both scanning planes are co-planar, there will be x-parallax remaining due to the horizontal linear offset between the camera perspective center and the laser center. This parallax results in a change in the correspondence of line-scan camera pixels with laser points in a scan line with respect to the distance to a target. By observing several sets of data at different distances for the target wall it is possible to model a distance dependent chip-shift correction.

APPLICATION IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Terrapoint has carried out numerous projects in rural and corridor environments as well as several projects that were undertaken in downtown urban environments where obstructions and traffic add to the challenge of data acquisition. In 2007 and again in 2008 Terrapoint was contracted to scan a downtown core using TITAN as well as airborne LiDAR. LiDAR data with intensity and RGB color was required in point cloud form as one of the deliverables. Using the system already described, Terrapoint was able to acquire the color information and LiDAR point cloud, fusing the two together with a minimum of post processing. A sample result is shown in Figure 5. The accuracy of the coloring process is at the 2 pixel level in the imagery, which translates into about 2 cm at a 10 meter distance from the sensor. Accuracy checks were done by comparing the color data against LiDAR intensity data in the point cloud.
One advantage of the line scan camera approach is the color redundancy available due to the relative scan rates of the LiDAR and the camera. For each scan that the LiDAR makes as the vehicle is moving, the camera scans many lines of color. After making a mesh out of the LiDAR data, the redundant color can then be mapped onto the mesh. The end effect is that the color adds to the texture information in the point cloud. Examples of this are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 5. TITAN colored point cloud.

Figure 6. Colored point cloud (left). All color information fused to LiDAR mesh (right).
CONCLUSIONS

The usual output from most commercial off the shelf LiDAR scanners does not include an integrated color attribute. Color is often provided by using a digital frame camera and photogrammetric techniques to colorize the LiDAR data. For mobile LiDAR applications this method can introduce problems including shadowing and occlusions where the color data and the LiDAR point cloud data are not aligned. Terrapoint developed a mount system that adds line scan color capability to a 2D laser scanner. A boresight and calibration technique was also developed so that the color information from the camera line scans could be assigned to laser points in corresponding laser scan lines. The techniques developed were used on several production projects in an urban environment with excellent results.
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